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Application Note

Atlas RS-3
Tsunami Digital Sound Decoder Installation Notes 

Overview
This application note describes how to install a 
TSU-AT1000 digital sound decoder into an HO 
Atlas RS-3.

Skill Level 4: The entire installation can be 
completed with a couple of hours and some 
mechanical modifi cations.

Bill of Materials
Stock No. Description

828043  TSU-AT1000 for the ALCO 244 
810113  Small Oval Speaker
810023 Two 1.3mm Microbulbs
810037 Heat Shrink Tubing Kit

Evergreen P.N.

9040  Sheet Styrene 0.040” 

For your convenience, Evergreen part numbers have been 
listed above.  Please visit their web site at 
www.evergreenscalemodels.com

Tools You Will Need
� 25W Soldering Iron With Fine Tip
� Rosin Core Solder 
� Miniature Screwdriver Set 
� X-acto Knife 
� Wire Cutters 
� Wire Strippers 
� Metal Hacksaw 
� Metal File

� Miniature Razor Saw
� Heat Gun/Hair Dryer
� Clear Silicone/Aquarium Sealant
� Liquid Plastic Cement
� Masking Tape
� Black Paint
� 28 Gauge Wire (Gray and Orange Preferred)
� Dremel Rotary Tool (or similar) with Cut-Off Wheel



Installation

1. Remove the body shell as seen in Photo 1.  The 
tabs that hold the shell on are located near 
the corners of the body shell.  Gently squeeze 
at these locations and the shell should lift off 
the frame.  Once removed, you should see the 
factory  ‘light board’ mounted on top of the 
motor.  (Photo 1)

2. Located inside the shell are two heavy lead 
weights.  These are press-fi t into the shell.  
Using a pair of pliers gently grab and remove 
these weights. (Photo 2)

3. After the weights are removed you will see 
two light ‘pipes’ in the shell that need to be 
removed as well.  These are press-fi t into the 
headlamp casting and can be pulled out 
carefully with a pair of pliers. (Photo 3)

4. On this model we used 1.5V microbulbs, 
but LEDs can be easily substituted.  (See the 
Tsunami Installation Guide for help installing  
LEDs.)  Cut the end of the ‘pipes’ off about 1/2” 
near the headlamp casting side using a dremel 
tool or saw. (Photo 4)

5. Now, using a dremel tool or a saw blade 
carefully cut out a 1/4”  ‘U’ shaped recession into 
the shorter pieces of the light ‘pipes’.  (Photo 5)
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12. Remove the window glazing carefully by gently 
prying it out of the window casting using a fl at 
head screwdriver. (Photo 9)

13. Carefully separate the sides of the windows 
by cutting away the center support with wire 
cutters or a miniature razor saw. (Photo 10)

14. Glue the windows back into the cab with plastic 
cement (such as Tenax 7R.)  These need to be 
glued in place because the tabs that hold the 
cab in place are cast into them.  Set the cab 
aside to dry. (Photo 11)

6. Test that the microbulbs work. Using a 1.5V 
battery touch one microbulb lead to the 
plus(+) terminal of the battery and the other 
lead to the negative(-) terminal.  The bulb 
should turn on.  Follow this procedure for both 
bulbs. 

7. Slide a 1/2” piece of 1/16” shrink tubing over 
the microbulb and slide up to the base of the 
bulb. Shrink the tubing with your heat gun or 
alternate heat source. This will act as a grip for 
the larger piece of tubing that will seal the bulb 
into the light pipe.  

8. Next fi t the bulb into the ‘U’ shaped cut you 
made in the light pipe allowing the shrink 
tubing to protrude from the end.  (Photo 6)

9. Slide a 1/2” piece of 3/8” tubing over the 
microbulb so that it rests with one end over 
the section of smaller tubing and the other end 
covering the microbulb and cut portion of the 
light pipe.  Shrink the tubing.  (Photo 7)

10. Follow steps 6 - 9 for the second light assembly 
and then set both aside for now. 

11. Next, remove the cab from the body shell.  
There are four tabs that hold the cab in place 
under the center windows.  Press these toward 
the center of the cab to release the cab from 
the body.  (Photo 8)
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19. Cement the light assemblies from Step 10 into 
the front and rear of the shell as shown using 
the aquarium sealant.  Set these aside to fully 
dry. (Photo 17)

20. Photo 18 shows an older Atlas/Kato ‘light board;’ 
more recent models may contain a similar, 
but different color PCB.  We will be removing 
this light board and replacing it with our 
SoundTraxx decoder. (Photo 18)

15. For the speaker to fi t, a small amount will need 
to be trimmed off the ends.  Cut this away 
using the cut-off wheel on the dremel tool or a 
small saw. Caution: Do not to cut into the cone.  
Cutting the speaker cone will damage the 
speaker and cause poor sound quality. 
(Photo 12)

16. Test fi t the speaker into the cab to ensure that 
it fi ts. Start by routing the wires through the 
small notches that remain after cutting the 
speaker to size.  Then gently press down on the 
sides of the speaker, taking care not to damage 
the cone, so it slides into the roof line of the 
cab.  It should fi t just above the side windows 
of the cab to allow the addition of an interior if 
desired.  (Photo 13 and 14)

17. The cab is a bit wider than the speaker.  The 
extra space can be fi lled with a 0.040” styrene 
strip shown in Photo 14.  Paint the styrene black 
to help disguise the speaker so that it will be 
harder to see through the windows.  This will be 
cemented into place to seal the speaker baffl e, 
which is created by the roof of the cab.  Use 
aquarium sealant to help seal any open areas 
including the open ‘notches’ on the speaker.  
Take care not to get any of the silicone on the 
cone of the speaker.  Set the cab aside to fully 
cure and dry. 

18. Remove the upper portion of the body shell 
that fi ts inside the cab.  Be careful not to remove 
too much or the tabs from the cab windows will 
not fi t correctly.  Remove the material on the 
top half of the shell as shown to allow the cab 
to fi t and cover the new shell opening.  Clean 
up the cut edges with a small fi le.  
(Photo 15 and 16)
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21. Clip the wires attached to the factory board as 
close to their solder connections on the board 
as possible. It’s a good idea to label the wires 
with masking tape.

22. Remove the board by releasing the two tabs 
toward each end of the motor.  The board will 
lift off at this point.  

23. Next, gently clip the motor leads loose.  On 
some models, like the one shown in Photo 19, 
copper strips serve as the motor leads, while in 
others the motor leads are simple wires. If your 
model has wires for the motor leads, label the 
positive and negative lead wires with tape and 
then skip to Step 26.  (Photo 19)

24. If the motor leads consist of copper strips, as 
shown in Photo 19, you’ll need to replace them 
with wires.  The copper strip that sits above 
the motor is Motor Plus (+).  The Motor Minus 
(-) strip goes to the underside of the motor.  
Start by cutting both strips short, leaving just 
enough length to still be able to solder wires to 
them.  

25. Solder a 2-3” piece of orange wire to the M+ 
copper strip. Slide a piece of 1/8” shrink tubing 
over the wire and cover the joint between 
the strip and the wire.  Ideally, your shrink 
tubing will be cut long enough to cover most 
of the copper strip, helping to prevent any 
inadvertent short circuits.  Shrink with your 
heat gun.

26. Repeat this process with the M- strip and a 
similar piece of gray wire.  (Photo 20)

27. Now, install the SoundTraxx decoder into the 
model.  Use the same two tabs to hold the 
Tsunami decoder in place that were used to 
hold the factory light board in place.  Then 
solder the track pick-up wires to the decoder.  
Be sure to note which wire goes to which side 
to avoid any short circuits.  For help refer to the 
wiring diagram at the end of this document.

28. Attach the orange wire to Terminal 5 (the M+ 
tab) and the gray wire to Terminal 6 (the M- tab).  
(Photo 21)

29. Test run the model now to ensure there are 
no crossed wires or short circuits, and that the 
locomotive is running in the correct direction. 
This can be done by placing the locomotive on 
your main line and running it in both directions. 
There will be no sound or lights yet, but the 
motor should respond properly.  There is a red 
LED on the Tsunami decoder that will indicate 
that the power is being applied correctly and 
a second red LED will go on and off with the 
headlight commands. 
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32. Discard the small pieces. Take the two 
remaining weights and press them into the 
body shell with the smaller of the two weights 
on the long hood side. (Photo 24)

30. Once proper operation is verifi ed, we’ll need to 
modify the two weights to allow space for the 
‘Keep-Alive’ Capacitor.’ (Photo 22)

33. Now, attach the cab to the shell.  First run the 
speaker wires through the opening for the cab 
and snap the cab into place.  Following the 
wiring diagram at the end of this document, 
wire the lights and the speaker to the decoder.  
(Photo 25)

34. Test the installation to be sure that everything 
functions properly by placing the locomotive 
on the main and running it in both directions, 
testing the lights, and playing the horns.  If 
everything is working as it should, tuck the 
wires into the shell and replace the shell on the 
body.  Test again to ensure that no wires are 
caught in the drive train or causing vibration 
noise. Taping the wires out of the way will 
eliminate this problem.

All that is left at this point is to program the 
decoder and enjoy running!
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31. Cut the tip off the short hood weight using a 
hacksaw, then fi le to clean the edges.  (Photo 
22) To allow room for the keep-alive capacitor, 
we cut straight down at the end of the bevel 
on the long hood weight.  Clean up any rough 
or sharp edges using a fi le.  (Photo 23)
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